PHASE II
PRESENT THE CASE
(20 MINUTES)

- **Explain to the team, the worker presents the case UNINTERRUPTED**
  - There will be time to ask follow-up questions during the next phase of Clarify and Explore
  - Ongoing Worker presents case summary using Oral Case Presentation tool

- **ASK the team to write down any questions they have during the presentation**

- **Invite additional comments about the case from other case-related team members (supervisor, provider, etc)**

- **If this is a subsequent PRT:**
  - Make sure that the caseworker answered question #17 from the Subsequent Oral Case Presentation Tool, “Describe the action steps that were developed at the previous PRT, and the outcome and potential barriers of those steps. Include any additional steps that were completed that may have originated from the previous PRT.”
  - Case presentation should include any updates and changes since the first PRT.

- **Thank the worker (or designee) for their presentation**